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The Lords of The Earth Flame is a novel game created in the best traditions of interactive fiction and text-based role-playing.
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When it comes to reviewing games like The Lords of the Earth Flame, I truly wish I could give a neutral opinion on Steam. I
can't say "hell yeah, this was a good game !" ; neither can I say "hell no, this is trash". I wasn't trully satisfied and have mixed
feelings about it, because there is approximately as much positive as negative. The Lords of the Earth Flame is a fantasy
interactive text adventure game, so if you don't like reading, you can leave this page at once. You play as a caravan guide facing
a violent snowstorm - up to you to lead your traveling companions to safety. or death. Not really an extraordinary story. That
beeing said, you'll notice that there are many different paths to take ; some are surprisingly brief, others more elaborated, but
won't necessarily be better for you or your traveling companions. That's the most positive aspect of this game : there are many
different paths and endings, and your choices will have consequences. However, every time you finish the game, you'll have to
start over and go through several pages you have already read. Despite the replay value, it will take around one to two hour(s) to
experience every possibility. Yes, that's that short, so in my humble opinion this game is overpriced. Regarding the actual game
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content, the writing is good enough (some typos, not a deal-breaker as a non-native English speaker in my opinion though), but
some dialogues can be a bit confusing. The interface is simple but effective ; the music is appropriate but when a track ends, the
music just stops baldly ; then a few seconds of silence, another music starts and stops again all of a sudden, etc. It may not seem
relevant, but it actually rather breaks the atmosphere. I liked the art style : simple, but fine black sketches. I'll recommend this
game only with a good discount, for readers who like the "Choose Your Own Adventure" books or for achievement hunters.. I
like the story and the endless endings of it.. When it comes to reviewing games like The Lords of the Earth Flame, I truly wish I
could give a neutral opinion on Steam. I can't say "hell yeah, this was a good game !" ; neither can I say "hell no, this is trash". I
wasn't trully satisfied and have mixed feelings about it, because there is approximately as much positive as negative. The Lords
of the Earth Flame is a fantasy interactive text adventure game, so if you don't like reading, you can leave this page at once. You
play as a caravan guide facing a violent snowstorm - up to you to lead your traveling companions to safety. or death. Not really
an extraordinary story. That beeing said, you'll notice that there are many different paths to take ; some are surprisingly brief,
others more elaborated, but won't necessarily be better for you or your traveling companions. That's the most positive aspect of
this game : there are many different paths and endings, and your choices will have consequences. However, every time you
finish the game, you'll have to start over and go through several pages you have already read. Despite the replay value, it will
take around one to two hour(s) to experience every possibility. Yes, that's that short, so in my humble opinion this game is
overpriced. https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1202819820 Regarding the actual game content, the writing
is good enough (some typos, not a deal-breaker as a non-native English speaker in my opinion though), but some dialogues can
be a bit confusing. The interface is simple but effective ; the music is appropriate but when a track ends, the music just stops
baldly ; then a few seconds of silence, another music starts and stops again all of a sudden, etc. It may not seem relevant, but it
actually rather breaks the atmosphere. I liked the art style : simple, but fine black sketches. I'll recommend this game only with a
good discount, for readers who like the "Choose Your Own Adventure" books or for achievement hunters.. The Lords of the
Earth Flame is a short (about 1 hour) game. The game itself is an interactive story. Too bad the game is too static. If you die
you've to replay all the scenes. Overall I liked it and that's the most important fact. P.S. Get this game in a sale. Otherwise it will
be too expensive for the time you'll play this game.. im not saying this novel game is bad or not worth the money, its just not
very long or fleshed out. for example, i have finished it on my first try without dying once, in 5 minutes, the replay the game
skipping the text for choices i have already don to beat it again in a different way in 3 mins. after replaying it many times and
getting as many endings i can, my total time hasnt expanded past an hour. on top of that the bad ends just seem poorly done in a
way that two routes will lead up to the same end or, also, a ending that doesnt change no matter what choices were made
previosly. if im not making sense here just know this, i was dissapointed by the length and the meaningless choices that just
seem to pad things out, very little on top of that.. Simple game that reminds you of the old choose your own adventure books,
but with music and Achievements.. Not that good, but not expensive either. 6/10 It can be better if more romance, heroic deeds
or trickery were involved. However, I can't deny it somehow interesting, although with too much repeating texts due to an
unsavable and unskippaple session.
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